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Abstract
The analysis of this project it is used the CRISP-DM method. Smart Property Valuation (SPV) is a
fictional company created by David Silva, Luiz Dias, and Raul Fuzita to analyse, explore, and prove
the conception of a model capable of predicting or estimating prices for properties. They believe
they can benefit common people, realtors, and construction companies with their solutions.
This research is for educational purposes and should be treated as such.
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Smart Property Valuation

CRISP-DM Methodology
The CRISP-DM (Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining) is a data science
process model that acts as the foundation. It is the most prevalent approach for data mining,
analytics, and data science tasks. It is divided into six stages:
1.

Business understanding

2.

Data understanding

3.

Data preparation

4.

Modeling

5.

Evaluation

6.

Deployment

Figure 1 - CRISP-DM Diagram
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Business Understanding
Business Objectives
The primary goal of SPV (Smart Property Valuation) is to combine new product features
via Ireland’s property report, which focuses on allowing consumers to make intelligent choices.
Ensure that realtors are selling homes at the correct price. Property owners can also estimate their
property’s present value and drive sales price projections for the coming years. Investors will see
which places are the most profitable to build houses in and which properties are best for each
location.
Background
According to the latest numbers from the Central Statistics Office, property prices
increased by 15.3% on an annual basis in February. Prices in Dublin increased by 13.5%, while
the rest of the country saw a nearly 17 % increase.
According to the latest numbers from the CSO, there was a minor decline in property price
increases from January to February compared to the previous month and a little lower rate of
growth in the price of existing homes in the last three months.
Prices increased from 14.8% in January to 15.3% in February on an annual basis.
According to the CSO (Central Statistics Office), the number of transactions increased by 12% in
February compared to last year’s same month.
Property prices are now only 2.5% lower than they were in 2007.
Prices in Dublin are just over 10% lower than in February 2007, but prices outside of Dublin are
only 4% lower than in May 2007.
The national median, or mid-point, price of a home is now €282,000. In Dublin, though,
that number roses by a little over €400,000.
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House prices in Dublin increased by 13.6% annually, while apartment prices increased by 12.8%.
The fastest rising rate was 14.3% in Fingal, while the slowest was 12.2% in South Dublin.
Outside of Dublin, house prices increased by 16.7%, while apartment prices increased by
17.8%. The Border region grew at the fastest rate of 26.9%, while the Mid-East grew at the slowest
rate of 14.5%.
Prices have already surged 117.3% since their low point in 2013.
The price of new homes increased by 2.5% quarterly in the fourth quarter of 2021, resulting in an
annual increase of 5.1%. Existing home prices increased by 4.8% in the fourth quarter of 2021,
compared to 6.1 per cent in the third quarter, for an annual gain of 16.7% in the fourth quarter.
Purchases of existing homes accounted for 84.7% of total assets, while purchases of new homes
accounted for 15.3%.
Assess Situation
Business Objectives (BU)
o Customers expect to get more accurate sales prices;
o Future price forecasts;
o Understanding how crime affects real estate prices;
o Builders will estimate which houses are most suitable for different city areas.
Sources of data and knowledge
o The dataset we are using in our project was made available at www.Daft.ie;
o Online Source;
o Daft Media Limited, the owner of the rights of the Daft.ie website, is today Ireland’s
largest property price inquiry site for buying, selling, and renting property.
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Risks & Contingencies
o One of the most significant risks we may face is not having enough data to train the
model since our data was made available by our biggest competitor.
o We are a new company offering a new property price prediction.
o Gain the confidence of large companies that can rely on our predictions to invest in
new properties.
Data Understanding
The Data Understanding phase focuses on finding, gathering, and evaluating the data sets
that will be required to meet the project’s objectives. There are four tasks in this phase:
Data collection
The objective of our research involves the price of properties in the city of Dublin and
trying to understand if there is any relationship between the value of real estate and crime in the
region. After an intense search for datasets that could contain the data we needed, we found two
datasets with the necessary information for our study.
The

first

dataset

is

available

on

Kaggle

through

the

link

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/eavannan/daftie-house-price-data. It is a dataset from Daft.ie
with information about properties for sale in Ireland.
The second dataset, link https://data.gov.ie/dataset/cja07-recorded-crime-offences-underreservation, is a dataset with Garda records on offences that occurred in the period from 2019 to
2021 in Irish territory.
Data description
Dataset 1 (Property prices by Daft.ie)
Data types:
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Figure 2 - data frame information

The number of records:

Figure 3 - data frame size

Dimensions:

Figure 4 - data frame shape

Dataset 2 (Offenses in Ireland by Garda)
Data types:
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Figure 5 - data frame two information

The number of records:

Figure 6 - data frame two size

Dimensions:

Figure 7 - data frame two shape

Data exploration
Dataset 1 (Property prices by Daft.ie)
Features:

Figure 8 - data framecolumns name

Listing the first five rows:
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Figure 9 - the five first row of the data frame

Basic statistical details:

Figure 10 - the description of the data frame

Dataset 2 (Offenses in Ireland by Garda)
Features:

Figure 11 - the columns name of data frame two

Listing the first five rows:
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Figure 12 - the first five rows of data frame 2

Basic statistical details:

Figure 13 - the description of the data frame two

The chart below (Figure 13) demonstrates the ten Dublin regions with the most properties
for sale from December/2021 to January/2022. This chart shows property prices by region and the
number of rooms in the property, and this allows us to visually identify whether the price is
somehow related to the number of rooms.
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Figure 14 - Top 10 slaes regions comparing price and number of bedrooms

When property sales data was examined, it became clear that most of Dublin’s most costly
districts are located on the city’s south side (Figure 14). The following three have the most value:
•

Ranelagh – € 9,054.89 per square meter;

•

Dartry – 8,564.76 per square meter;

•

Sandymount – 8,053.66 per square meter.
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Figure 15 - the most expensives areas in Dublin

The heatmap below depicts another crucial analysis (Figure 15). The average square meter
value per region is shown on this map, although the regions are divided by the Garda district
division. This is so that I can visually compare it to the following map, which will show the Garda
district crime records.
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Figure 16 - Average square meter price per region

Finally, the heatmap (Figure 16) shows the regions with the highest crime reports from
2019 to 2021 in deeper hues. It is clear that the bulk of instances occurs in the city’s central district;
however, those other neighbourhoods such as Tallaght, Blanchardstown, and Ballymun are as
risky.
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Figure 17 - Offenses recorded by Guarda regions (2019 - 2021)

After evaluating the data, it is feasible to infer a link between property value and crime in
the area. The Garda districts of Irishtown, Rathmines, and Donnybrook encompass the areas of
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Ranelagh, Dartry, Sandymount, Ballsbridge, Donnybrook, and Belfield, all of which have low
crime rates.
Another intriguing aspect of this research is that the Grand Canal area, which is among the
most costly in the city, is located in a high-crime sector. The reason for this is that, besides being
a very attractive part of the city situated on the banks of the River Liffey, it is also home to the
headquarters of substantial global corporations such as Google, Amazon, Facebook, and Twitter.
Data quality verification
According to the Kaggle description of the dataset, the attribute category contains two
values: ‘buy’ and ‘new homes.’ It is unclear whether a buy value refers to a property that has
already been purchased or sold. Our analysis and training model will not require this property. See
the attribute description further down.
Category: [‘Buy’ ‘New Homes’] (Buy means the houses listed under the Buy menu on the
websites).

Figure 18 - Unique values of the category attribute

There were homes with more than ten bedrooms when we looked at the dataset’s description. We
may filter data over ten bedrooms and then research to see if any results are outliers.

Figure 19 - records that have more than 10 bedrooms
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The result shows a property with 16 bedrooms built in an area of 67m². We can find the
description of that property on (Daft.ie, 2022). According to the description, it has approximately
16.5 acres of 66773.19m². It does not say what the size of the living area is. We can also search
for this property on Google Earth and try to take an estimated area.

Figure 20 - Google Earth screen shot of a property

In the image above (Figure 20), we can see another built area at the back of the house. The
estimated area for the house is approximately 185m² and a perimeter approximately of 59. It is
unclear if it is meant to be 66773.19m² from 16.5 acres or if it is the sum of the house perimeter
and what looks like a shed in the back. Either way, the data is inconclusive, so the best way is to
remove it.
Data Preparation
The data preparation phase includes all operations that prepare the data for subsequent
processing by constructing the final dataset from the initial raw data. There are five tasks in this
phase:
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Data selection
Data cleaning eliminates or changes data that is erroneous, incomplete, irrelevant,
redundant or incorrectly structured to prepare it for analysis. It involves:
•
•
•
•

Correcting grammatical and spelling mistakes
Creating uniform data sets
Correcting errors like empty fields
Identifying data points that are duplicates

Figure 21 - Removing attributes irrelevant to the training model.

Figure 22 - Dublin data frame has 62 null values
Figure 23 - records that contains null values are removed

Data construction
In the original dataset provided by Daft.ie, the property addresses appear in full in a single
column called “title”. Our analysis only focuses on the Dublin city region, which causes a problem.
So, to solve this problem, it was necessary to separate the data into two new columns: “cityRegion”
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and “postalCode”. The “title” column has been renamed to “address” to describe better what that
column is.
Adding a column “cityRegion.”

Figure 24 - adding a column called city region

Adding a column “postalCode.”

Figure 25 - adding a column called postal code.

Renaming the column “title” to “address.”

Figure 26 - renaming column from title to address.

Listing the features after the changes are made.

Figure 27 - result after renaming the columns.

Data formatting
Data formatting is the process of converting data into a standard format. How we handle
categorical data is a crucial topic. To train a regression model, we must encode categorical data
into a numerical form. Look at the property type attribute’s values.
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Figure 28 - looking for unique values in property type.

We will create a new attribute called encoded_propertyType to store the encoded values
from the attribute property type.

Figure 29 - encoding attribute property type

Publish date attribute is also categorical data, although numbers represent it. We will
handle publish dates differently in this case. We can convert them to ordinal dates. The result of
the conversion will be stored in the ordinal_date attribute.

Figure 30 - generating ordinal dates.

Since train, a model requires many tests and replacements to help tune and find the best
model for our prediction is good to have another column to represent only the year.
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Figure 31 - separating year from date.

Modelling
Modelling Techniques
Predictive modelling is at the heart of predictive analytics. It is more of a strategy than a
method. Because predictive models often involve a machine learning algorithm, predictive
analytics and machine learning go hand in hand. These models may be taught to adapt to new data
or values over time, producing the outputs that the company requires. Machine learning and
predictive modelling are closely related fields.
Predictive models are divided into two categories. Classification models predict
membership in a class, while regression models predict a number. Algorithms are then used to
create these models. Data mining and statistical analysis are carried out by the algorithms, which
identify trends and patterns in the data. Built-in algorithms in predictive analytics software
packages may be utilised to create predictive models. The algorithms are called ‘classifiers,’ and
they identify which category the data belongs to.
The following are the most used prediction models:
Decision trees:
Multiple variable analysis using decision trees is a simple yet effective method.
They are made by algorithms that look for different methods to break data into branch-like parts.
Decision trees divide data into subsets depending on input variable categories, making it easier to
comprehend someone’s decision-making process.
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Regression (linear and logistic)
One of the most often used statistical procedures is regression. Regression analysis
finds essential patterns in huge and diverse data sets and how they connect to one other by
estimating relationships between variables.
Neural networks
Neural networks (also known as artificial neural networks) are a type of deep
learning technology modelled after neurons’ activity in the human brain. They are mostly
employed to handle complicated pattern recognition issues, and they are particularly useful for
analysing massive data sets. They excel at dealing with nonlinear data interactions and perform
well when some factors are unknown.
Because the Decision Tree is a simple to understand and comprehend approach, a single
tree may not be sufficient for the model to learn the features. On the other hand, Random Forest is
a “Tree”-based algorithm that makes judgments based on the qualitative aspects of many Decision
Trees.
As a result, it can be called a “Forest” of trees, hence the name “Random Forest.” The word
‘Random’ comes from the fact that this algorithm is made up of a forest of ‘Randomly constructed
Decision Trees.’
Over-fitting is a significant shortcoming of the Decision Tree method. This problem may
be mitigated by using the Random Forest Regression instead of the Decision Tree Regression. The
Random Forest approach is faster and more reliable than conventional regression models.
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Figure 32 - Random Forest Structure.

Test design
Build Model
A training model is a dataset used to train a machine-learning algorithm. It is made up of
sample output data and the equivalent sets of input data that impact the outcome. The training
model processes the input data and compares the processed output to the sample output. The model
is modified based on the results of this association.
Model fitting is the term for this iterative procedure. The precision of the model is
dependent on the correctness of the training or validation dataset.
In machine language, model training supplies data to an ML algorithm to help it find and learn
suitable values for all of the variables involved. There are various machine learning models, with
the most prevalent supervised and unsupervised learning.
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The first model we use is the Linear Regression. It is not the best model; however, linear
regression is relatively fast and easy to implement.

Figure 33 - Linear Regression Model.

Our second model is a Random Forest Regressor, which has better accuracy and should be
the one for the project.

Figure 34 - Random Forest Regressor Model.

Assess Model
Probability outputs are produced by algorithms such as Logistic Regression, Random
Forest, Gradient Boosting, Adaboost, and others. Creating a threshold probability is all it takes to
convert probability outputs to class outputs.
We concluded that the Random Forest Regressor is the best fit for the accuracy criteria for
the success of our project after evaluating the models utilised in our research.
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Evaluation
Evaluate results
To define the best model for our project, we decided to test five options and thus evaluate
which would be the most suitable for our business. The models were:
•

Linear Regression;

•

K-Neighbours Regressor;

•

Gradient Boosting Regressor;

•

XGB Regressor;

•

Random Forest Regressor.
To evaluate the models, we used the R2 score and the K-Fold cross-validation. One of the

performance evaluation measures for regression-based machine learning models is the R2 score.
The coefficient of determination is another name for it. The R2 score is a critical indicator for
assessing the effectiveness of a regression-based machine learning model. It s also known as the
coefficient of determination and is pronounced R squared. It operates by calculating the amount
of variation in the dataset-explained predictions.
K-Fold is a validation strategy in which the data is split into k-subsets, and the holdout
method is repeated k-times, with each of the k subsets serving as a test set and the remaining k-1
subsets serving as a training set. The average error from all k trials is then calculated, which is
more trustworthy than the traditional handout technique.
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Figure 35 - data frame containing the results of each model.

Review process
In the Evaluation phase, we could observe that the models used to obtain the results showed
significant variations. We can briefly compare the K-Neighbors Regressor and the Random Forest
Regressor that demonstrate a difference of overactivity greater than 8 per cent, which is quite
revealing when it comes to the property analysis of particular values. This slight change of values
in the results can be vital to our users. Therefore, we chose Random Forest Regressor as the
definitive model of our application, for having demonstrated to be more striking among all models.
Deployment
Plan Deployment
There are several Kubernetes deployment options to select from, and it was critical to pick
the correct one for our needs.
1. Recreate Deployment;
2. Rolling update (or) Ramped slow-rollout Deployment;
3. Blue/Green (or) Red/Black Deployment;
4. Canary Deployment;
5. A/B Deployment;
6. Shadow (or) Mirrored Deployment.
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After analysing all pros and cons, we concluded that Rolling update (or) Ramped slowrollout Deployment would be the most suitable for our project.
This technique recreates the Pods in a rolling update or incremental mode, one by one, without
interrupting application availability.
Although the Rolling Update method is more challenging to set up than the Recreate
strategy, it solved the problem of application downtime, which reduced the impact on the user
experience. We still have concerns about rolling back to an earlier version, and we have no control
over traffic.
Plan Monitoring and Maintenance
The present goal of monitoring is to see if the prototype works in real-world spam
detection. The project’s success rate will be determined after a month of tracking customer
comments.
Our adopted planning is to act in a scheduled manner. With this, we will avoid reaching
the point of needing to repair a more severe defect or malfunction.
Our planning targets as benefits:
•

Reduction in the number of failures, defects, and server downtime.

•

Greater predictability in maintenance costs.

•

Increased ability to solve operational problems.

•

More efficient delivery of reports for large enterprise queries.

Final Report & Presentation (Production)
Our business plan was to create an application to help companies and individuals who need
to know the actual value of their property, either for buying or selling. We have as a differential
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the ability to predict prices and indicate which properties apply to certain areas for investment
purposes for construction companies.
Conclusion
Based on the results found through our research in the specific domain of research on prices
and types of properties in Dublin, we have concluded that our system offers users the relevant
information regarding the values of purchase and sale of properties. We also provide the advantage
of price prediction. For construction companies, we can make feasible Graphics and studies that
demonstrate the best types of buildings for each specific area of Dublin. Our study showed that
crime can impact residential values and that it is possible to be more severe about the type of real
estate investments.
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Appendices
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Appendix A: Journals
David Silva
Through our weekly meetings, we were able to organise and distribute the individual roles
that would be performed during the entire development of the project. In the beginning, we found
it great difficulty to find datasets that were sufficient to obtain the necessary data to develop our
application. Many of the datasets found contained little or no relevant data because these datasets
are made available by government agencies, such as the Dublin crime dataset such as many of the
crimes are still under investigation, it was tough to find one that provided records of more recent
crimes. I finally found a dataset containing Garda records from 2003 to 2021, which was very
important for continuing our research.
I deepened my knowledge in the Figma tool, a vector graphics editor and prototyping
design project based mainly on the web browser, with additional offline tools for desktop
applications.
I developed mock-ups, UI/UX features, prototypes, and our presentation poster with this
tool.
Since I was responsible for the prototype development, I could actively participate in the
other parts of the project with the development of the web application together with Raul to
understand a little more what the needs of the interface for user interaction were. With Luiz
responsible for the dataset, I could be part of the graph’s generation for a better understanding of
the relevant data to our research. This experience has been significant for my academic life. I have
been learning a lot more about all the development parts of the project, learning about several
different technologies, which I had never had contact with before, and the several libraries and
other Python commands for plotting graphics and exploring the dataset.
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Luiz Augusto Dias
This project was something absolutely new to me and sometimes a little tricky. I was not
aware of all that was required to give way to all the parts that were entrusted to me. Data mining
and machine Learning were subjects that I only acquired knowledge of during the CCT classes.
As we progressed with the research and studies, I felt more confident and familiar with the different
libraries we used to process the data we found.
We were able to organise and distribute the specific duties that would be fulfilled during
the project’s development through our weekly meetings. We initially encountered a significant
challenge in locating datasets that were sufficient for obtaining the data required to develop our
application. Because many datasets are made accessible by government organisations, such as the
Dublin crime dataset, many of the datasets identified contained little or no relevant data. Because
many of the crimes are still under investigation, it was challenging to identify one that gave records
of more recent crimes.
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During the project, I decided to learn as much as possible about the necessary subjects so that the
result would be the best possible. Still, I had a setback in participating in a job interview in the IT
area. I had to get a little away from the project and, unfortunately, overload a little my classmates,
who also had interview opportunities during the development of our research, but who gave me all
the support and encouragement needed to continue the interview process. Fortunately, I am only
here for one detail to confirm the job. I did very well at all stages, and as mentioned earlier, my
classmates gave me all the support and covered my absence with all possible engagement. I feel
delighted to have been part of this team, all the learning acquired in this process, and chosen CCT
as a college. I thank all the teachers who have given us the knowledge and confidence to face all
the difficulties we have, mainly because of visa issues and who have shown us that through our
studies and our efforts, we can achieve everything we want.
Raul Macedo Fuzita
See this project unfold as I was working on it has been one of the greatest experiences in a
group project. This project challenged us to make an idea in our head come true and become a
beautifully functional product. I remember reading a book called Practical Statistic for Data
Scientists, which discusses in chapter 4 a simple example of predicting houses price. How could I
know those few pages would become one of the biggest challenges and accomplishments in my
education life. Quickly, we became a group of four. We had all our ideas on the table and tasks
delegated to everyone in a week. Unfortunately, after a week or so, things started going terribly
wrong. One of our members, due to medical restrictions, could no longer meet us. This valuable
member had to leave the group. Now, a project designed for four was going to be executed by
three people.
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While looking for datasets and learning more about precise prediction, we came across a
fairly amount of material, which we learned was unsuitable for this purpose. A suitable dataset for
this project must be from Ireland, longitude, latitude, number of bedrooms, number of bathrooms,
living area, year sold, and sale price. We spent days looking for a dataset with that information
and also had to find a dataset for crime rates that matched it. Luiz contacted Garda and Census;
however, none of them could help us in the first contact and required another application for further
information. We could not afford to wait that long. We decided to move on with a dataset that did
not have the living area and number of rooms.
We were beginning to be worried about not having an adequate dataset to perform an EDA
(Exploratory Data Analysis) and train a model. We trained the model even though we did not have
the necessary parameters for better prediction. In the best-case scenario, the precision was lower
than 0.08, with disturbed residues. In the meantime, David and I worked on the design for our web
application. He did most of the markup and prototype. He also helped to do parts of the front end.
I planned to implement microservices so we could have a server running on Python with Flask
framework to provide a REST API interface and another server as a client to exchange requests on
the Node.js server. To prevent unwanted requests, we implement a system of tokens for our Python
REST API to search for property information based on the address and make the prediction. You
can

find

this

repository

in

my

GitHub

account

https://github.com/raulFuzita/cct-4-

year/tree/property-prediction. Whilst Luiz was exploring the dataset to extract hidden information,
correlation, and missing values. You can find a jupyter notebook and the datasets available at
https://github.com/raulFuzita/cct-4-year/tree/psi-final-project.
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As time passes by, life goes on. I received an opportunity for a job interview for Java and
Java frameworks such as Spring Boot and Maven. It was one of the hardest decisions I ever made.
However, I do not regret giving up on building a second server in Java instead of Node.js. No
doubt this decision was, though, since I had little experience with that framework. Once I decided
and started working on a Java Spring Boot server. Luiz and David also had an interview for a job
opportunity which made them busier than they were already. Time management and keeping focus
on the project become our priorities to avoid discouragement and burnout (I had a few times).
In the longer term, that inappropriate dataset was revealed to be a pain in the neck. There
were no coordinates available, so we had to ask for help for Mr Muhammad, who, without
hesitating, provided us with credits for Google Cloud. Those credits helped us use an API called
Geocoding that can return coordinates and other information based on an address. I had to develop
an algorithm to search for approximately 25.000 records. My algorithm worked so well that I feel
proud of myself. This algorithm is available at https://github.com/raulFuzita/cct-4-year/blob/psifinal-project/notebook/find_addresses.ipynb.
Despite our effort, without a living area size and number of rooms in a property would not
cut it. I discussed extensively and in detail Basecamp, project PSI 22 02, supervised by Muhammad
Iqbal. Fortunately, when we accepted that we could not improve our model, Luiz found a dataset
from Dafit published recently. This new dataset had everything we needed. The downside was the
number of records that dropped from approximately 25.000 records to about 4.000.
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Luiz did a fantastic job exploring and understanding the dataset. He noticed that some of
the coordinates were pointing to the ocean. Yes, it was too good to be true. Once again, we use my
algorithm to find the correct coordinates. While we were progressing on analysing and training the
dataset, the backend was giving us headaches. To provide a sense of the real possibility of using
our product, we had to deploy both servers on Heroku. They prove them a hell of a challenge that
would require a separate project to discuss the troubleshoots, fails and attempts to make them
work. Our Python server is not meant to have a webpage but open ports to send and receive
requests. If the server is running, you should see a simple page. I might take a few minutes because
Heroku put the Dynos1 to sleep. You can see that the API is working and running at
https://raulfuzita-property-prediction.herokuapp.com/. Our Spring Boot server manages and
handles the user interaction with our product. This server should provide a friendly interface where
users can register an account and inquire about a property price. It is available at https://raulfuzitaspv.herokuapp.com/. And again, it can take a while to load since Heroku put the dynos to sleep.
Despite all of the challenges and setbacks and burnout, nothing can take the satisfaction
of seeing the final product and the payoff for the hard work. I highly recommend that those who
have access to our Basecamp project go through the whole process we faced.

1

Heroku's dynos are containers that isolate and virtualize an app so it can be run on a shared host. Dynos come in
different sizes and types to accommodate different apps' needs. Read more at https://www.heroku.com/dynos
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Appendix B: All Technologies Used In The Project
Backend

Figure 36 - Table of technologies used in the project.

HTML (Markup Language)
HTML stands for the hypertext markup language, and it is a formatting method for
displaying information acquired from the Internet. A Web page (from the World Wide
Web) is a retrieval unit that frequently contains hypertext links that allow similar pages to
be accessed. The markup language for encoding Web pages is HTML. It was created in the
1980s at the CERN nuclear physics laboratory in Switzerland by British scientist Sir Tim
Berners-Lee. Headings, paragraphs, and tables are all defined using HTML markup tags.
They create markup for a document that a Web browser will show. The tags are deciphered
by the browser, which displays the headings, paragraphs, and tables in a layout tailored to
the screen size and typefaces available to it.
CSS (Stylesheet)
CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) is a simple design language designed to make the
process of making web pages presentable easier.
The style and feel of a web page are handled by CSS. It is used to change the text
colour, font style, paragraph spacing, how columns are scaled and laid out, what
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background pictures or colours are used, layout designs, display variants for different
devices and screen sizes, and other effects.
CSS is simple to learn and understand, but it gives you much power over
how an HTML document looks. CSS is frequently used in conjunction with the markup
languages HTML or XHTML.
Bootstrap (CSS Framework)
Bootstrap is a front-end programming framework for building websites and online
apps that is free and open source. The Bootstrap framework uses HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript (JS) to make creating responsive, mobile-first websites and apps easier.
The mobile-first strategy expects smartphones, tablets, and task-specific devices to
be used. Responsive design allows a web page or app to detect the visitor’s screen size and
orientation and automatically modify the display. Employees’ primary tools for getting
work done are mobile apps, which address the design requirements of such technologies.
Along with the framework for implementation, Bootstrap includes user interface
components, layouts, and JS tools. Precompiled or source code versions of the software are
available.
JavaScript (Front-end)
JavaScript, sometimes known as JS, is a programming language that, along with
HTML and CSS, is one of the essential technologies of the World Wide Web. Over 97 per
cent of websites employ JavaScript for web page behaviour on the client-side, with thirdparty libraries frequently incorporated. All major web browsers have a dedicated
JavaScript engine to run the code on users’ devices.
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JavaScript is an ECMAScript-compliant high-level, frequently just-in-time
compiled language.
It has first-class functions, dynamic typing, and prototype-based object orientation.
It supports event-driven, functional, and imperative programming approaches and is multiparadigm. It contains APIs for working with text, dates, regular expressions, standard data
structures, and the Document Object Model, among other things (DOM).
jQuery (JavaScript Framework)
jQuery is a JavaScript library that makes traversing and manipulating the HTML
DOM tree and event handling, CSS animation, and Ajax easier. It is open-source software
that is free to use under the MIT License. jQuery is utilised by 73 per cent of the top 10
million websites as of May 2019. According to web analysis, it is the most extensively
used JavaScript library, with at least 3 to 4 times the usage of any other JavaScript library.
The syntax of jQuery is intended to make navigating a document, selecting DOM
elements, creating animations, handling events, and developing Ajax apps easier.
Developers can use jQuery to build plug-ins that run on top of the JavaScript library.
Developers can use this to make abstractions for low-level interaction and animation,
complex effects, and high-level, themeable widgets. The jQuery library’s modular design
enables the building of sophisticated dynamic web pages and Web apps.
Web Design
Figma (Wireframe & Prototype)
Figma is a vector graphics editor and prototype tool primarily web-based, with
desktop apps for macOS and Windows providing extra offline features. Figma prototypes
may be viewed and interacted with in real-time using the Figma mobile app for Android
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and iOS. Figma’s feature set is geared toward user interface and user experience design,
focusing on real-time collaboration.
Bootstrap Studio (IDE)
Bootstrap Studio is a closed-source web development and design tool. It includes a
huge range of responsive page components, including headers, footers, galleries,
slideshows, and essential elements like spans and divs.
Websites and prototypes can be created with the application. It is cross-platform
and is based on the popular Electron framework.
Data Analysis
Python
Python is a general-purpose, high-level, interpreted programming language. Its
design philosophy prioritises code readability through extensive indentation.
Python is garbage-collected and dynamically typed. It works with various
programming paradigms, including structured (especially procedural), object-oriented, and
functional programming. Python’s extensive standard library is frequently referred to as a
“batteries included” language.
Geocoding (Google Application Programming Interface)
Geocoding is a subset of Geographic Information System (GIS) spatial analysis
implemented through geocoding software. It consists of a reference dataset and a
geocoding algorithm composed of sub-operations and sub-components that work together
to transform physical data into numerical, spatial data. Converting geographic coordinates
into a physical address is known as reverse geocoding.
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Relative data refers to textual descriptions of a location concerning another
reference location; absolute data refers to textual descriptions of a location that produces
an absolute known location independent of a reference location. Relative locations are
often not supported by geocoding platforms.
Machine Learning
Sklearn (Framework for Machine Learning)
Scikit-learn (previously scikits-learn known as sklearn) is a free Python machine
learning package. It includes support-vector machines, random forests, gradient boosting,
k-means, and DBSCAN, among other classification, regression, and clustering techniques,
and is designed to work with the Python numerical and scientific libraries NumPy and
SciPy. Scikit-learn is a financially supported Num FOCUS project.
Server for Microservice (Consumer)
Java (Back-end to Client)
Java is an object-oriented programming language with a high level of abstraction
and as few implementation dependencies as possible. It is a general-purpose programming
language designed to allow programmers to write once and execute anywhere, which
means that compiled Java code can run on any platform that supports Java without being
recompiled. Java applications are often compiled to bytecode, which may execute on any
Java virtual machine (JVM), regardless of the computer architecture. Java’s syntax is
comparable to C and C++, but it offers fewer low-level features than them. Traditional
compiled languages lack dynamic capabilities (such as reflection and runtime code
modification), which the Java runtime enables.
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Maven (Control Version)
Maven is a Java-specific build automation tool. Maven can also be used to create
and manage projects written in other languages such as C#, Ruby, Scala, and others. The
Apache Software Foundation hosts the Maven project, previously part of the Jakarta
Project.
Maven covers two aspects of software development: the process of creating
software and its dependencies. It follows the rules for the build procedure, unlike earlier
tools like Apache Ant. Only exceptions must be mentioned. The developed software
project, its dependencies on other external modules and components, the build order,
directories, and required plug-ins are all described in an XML file. It comes with predefined targets for completing specific tasks, such as code compilation and packaging.
Spring Boot (Java Framework)
The Spring Framework is a Java platform application framework and inversion of
the control container. Any Java application can use the framework’s core functionality.
However, there are enhancements for building web applications on top of the Java EE
(Enterprise Edition) platform. The framework has grown popular in the Java community
to complement the Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) architecture, even though it does not
prescribe any certain programming model. The Spring Framework is free and open-source
software.
Persistence
MySQL (Database)
MySQL is a relational database management system that is free to use (RDBMS).
“My” is the name of co-founder Michael Widenius’s daughter, and “SQL” is the
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abbreviation for Structured Query Language. A relational database organises data into one
or more data tables where data types can be associated, allowing the data to be structured.
SQL is a programming language that allows programmers to create, change, and extract
data from relational databases and control user access. An RDBMS like MySQL, in
addition to relational databases and SQL, works with an operating system to implement a
relational database in a computer’s storage system, manages users, allows for network
access, and makes database integrity testing and backup creation easier.
Google Cloud MySQL (Cloud Service)
Cloud SQL for MySQL is a fully managed database solution that makes setting up,
maintaining, managing, and administering relational MySQL databases on Cloud Platform
simple. The Cloud SQL for MySQL connector allows you to use Data Studio to access data
from Cloud SQL for MySQL databases.
Deploy Hosting
Heroku
Heroku is a PaaS cloud platform that supports multiple programming languages.
Heroku, one of the first cloud platforms has been in development since June 2007, when it
only supported Ruby. It supports Java, Node.js, Scala, Clojure, Python, PHP, and Go. As
a result, Heroku is a polyglot platform since it allows developers to design, execute, and
similarly grow apps across various languages.

